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Gracious are You Lord to all my sins receive
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To seek a heart like mine, and loose Your Spirit free
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Oh may I know the depths of wickedness that’s mine, all mine
 Eb F Gm
Bb-Eb-Bb
{Eb—Bb} (x2)
And cast my eyes to grace, and always mercy find

Verse 2 Worthy is the Name that breaks the mortars’ claim
On this, my stony heart, where darkness ever loomed
You utterly remade this creature, once of clay, just clay
Into a vessel fit and ready to proclaim
Verse 3 Powerful the one who breaks the bonds of death
To once for all destroy, our sin and Satan’s hold
Forever I will say in thankfulness and joy, pure joy
My God has set me free, my rock and my reward
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Gracious are You Lord to all my sins receive
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To seek a heart like mine, and loose Your Spirit free
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Oh may I know the depths of wickedness that’s mine, all mine
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And cast my eyes to grace, and always mercy find

Verse 2 Worthy is the Name that breaks the mortars’ claim
On this, my stony heart, where darkness ever loomed
You utterly remade this creature, once of clay, just clay
Into a vessel fit and ready to proclaim
Verse 3 Powerful the one who breaks the bonds of death
To once for all destroy, our sin and Satan’s hold
Forever I will say in thankfulness and joy, pure joy
My God has set me free, my rock and my reward

